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Improve and Accelerate Software Delivery for Large,
Distributed, Complex Projects The Nexus Framework
is the simplest, most effective approach to applying
Scrum at scale across multiple teams, sites, and time
zones. Created by Scrum.org–the pioneering Scrum
training and certification organization founded by
Scrum co-creator Ken Schwaber–Nexus draws on
decades of experience to address the unique
challenges teams face in coming together, sharing
work, and managing and minimizing dependencies.
The Nexus™ Framework for Scaling Scrum is a
concise book that shows how Nexus helps teams to
deliver a complex, multi-platform, software-based
product in short, frequent cycles, without sacrificing
consistency or quality, and without adding
unnecessary complexity or straying from Scrum’s
core principles. Using an extended case study, the
authors illustrate how Nexus helps teams solve
common scaling challenges like reducing cross-team
dependencies, preserving team self-organization and
transparency, and ensuring accountability.
Understand the challenges of delivering working,
integrated product increments with multiple teams,
and how Nexus addresses them Form a Nexus around
a new or existing product and learn how that Nexus
sets goals and plans its work Run Sprints within a
Nexus, provide transparency into progress, conduct
effective Nexus Sprint reviews, and use Nexus Sprint
Retrospectives to continuously improve Overcome the
distributed team collaboration challenges

Building Electronic Commerce Sites with
Drupal Commerce Cookbook
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Create real-time, highly interactive apps quickly with
the powerful XMPP protocol XMPP is a robust protocol
used for a wide range of applications, including
instant messaging, multi-user chat, voice and video
conferencing, collaborative spaces, real-time gaming,
data synchronization, and search. This book teaches
you how to harness the power of XMPP in your own
apps and presents you with all the tools you need to
build the next generation of apps using XMPP or add
new features to your current apps. Featuring the
JavaScript language throughout and making use of
the jQuery library, the book contains several XMPP
apps of increasing complexity that serve as ideal
learning tools. Coverage Includes: Getting to Know
XMPP Designing XMPP Applications Saying Hello: The
First Application Exploring the XMPP Protocol: A
Debugging Console Microblogging in Real Time: An
Identica Client Talking with Friends: One-on-One Chat
Exploring Services: Service Discovery and Browsing
Group Chatting: A Multi-User Chat Client Publishing
and Subscribing: A Shared Sketch Pad Introduction
Writing with Friends: A Collaborative Text Editor
Playing Games: Head to Head Tic-Tac-Toe Getting
Attached: Bootstrapping BOSH Deploying XMPP
Applications Writing Strophe Plug-ins Note: CDROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not
included as part of eBook file.

Oracle SQL*Plus
If you’re a web programmer, your experiences have
taught you certain lessons—and only some of them
apply well to Drupal. Drupal has its own set of
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programming principles that require a different
approach, and many programmers make mistakes
when relying on skills they’ve used for other projects.
This book will show you which programming
techniques you can use—and which you should
avoid—when building web applications with this
popular content management framework. Updated to
cover both Drupal 7 and Drupal 8, the guidelines in
this book demonstrate which programming practices
conform to the "Drupal way" and which don’t. The
book also serves as an excellent guide for Drupal 7
programmers looking to make the transition to Drupal
8. Get an overview of Drupal, including Drupal core
and add-on modules and themes Learn Drupal’s basic
programming principles, such as the ability to
customize behavior and output with hooks Compare
Drupal 7 and Drupal 8 programming methods, APIs,
and concepts Discover common Drupal programming
mistakes—and why hacking is one of them Explore
specific areas where you can put your programming
skills to work Learn about the new object-oriented
Drupal 8 API, including plugins and services

Spark: The Definitive Guide
Drupal 8 for Absolute Beginners is your definitive
guide to starting from scratch with Drupal even if you
have little web knowledge. This book teaches you the
basics of HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and PHP in relation to
Drupal, so that you can begin to use this popular CMS
with all of its features. You will first learn how to set
up and customize a basic blog using Drupal, one of
the most powerful and popular content management
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systems available today. From there you will learn the
basics of HTML, CSS, JavaScript and PHP, and apply
this knowledge to create your own custom Drupal
module. You will learn how to build, style, and add
functionality to your own Drupal module from scratch.
You will then use Drush to apply a theme to Drupal,
customizing everything to your liking, before
publishing your work to the world. The book also
covers some more advanced topics that beginners
often ask about, such as getting set up with Git and
using source control, using MySQL to interact with a
database, and a guide to getting up and running with
Linux. Rarely has all the knowledge required to start
with Drupal been collated in one place as it is in
Drupal 8 for Absolute Beginners. You need no prior
knowledge of the web, only a desire to learn. The
book is fully supported by video material on the
author's website. Start your Drupal journey with this
book today!

Drupal For Dummies
What would happen if you optimized a data store for
the operations application developers actually use?
You’d arrive at MongoDB, the reliable documentoriented database. With this concise guide, you’ll
learn how to build elegant database applications with
MongoDB and PHP. Written by the Chief Solutions
Architect at 10gen—the company that develops and
supports this open source database—this book takes
you through MongoDB basics such as queries, readwrite operations, and administration, and then dives
into MapReduce, sharding, and other advanced
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topics. Get out of the relational database rut, and take
advantage of a high-performing system optimized for
operations and scale. Learn step-by-step the tools you
need to build PHP applications with MongoDB Perform
Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD) operations,
and learn how to perform queries to retrieve data
Administer your database, and access and manipulate
data with the MongoDB Shell Use functions to work
with sets, arrays, and multiple documents to perform
synchronous, asynchronous, and atomic operations
Discover PHP’s community tools and libraries, and
why they’re valuable Work with regular expressions,
aggregation, MapReduce, replication, and sharding

Pro Drupal 7 Development
A guide to Windows 7 is organized by feature,
furnishing details on all new features, tools, and
enhancements, including the multimedia, security,
search, and data organization capabilities, and
offering helpful tips on system setup, upgrading, and
troubleshooting.

Using CiviCRM
PHP is a server-side scripting language that enables
you to develop dynamic sites that engage users in
ways that are simply not possible using only HTML
and CSS. PHP for Absolute Beginners takes a practical
approach to teaching you how to build dynamic
content for your website using PHP. You’ll quickly get
started with practical PHP projects, learning how to
build a dynamic image gallery. By the end of the book
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you’ll will have developed a personal blog complete
with a password protected admin module. PHP for
Absolute Beginners won't swamp you with every
detail of the full PHP language up front – instead,
you’ll be introduced to a small, versatile subset of PHP
and learn to use it creatively to develop dynamic web
sites. In the process you will learn to use variables,
control structures, functions, and objects to your
advantage. You will learn how to plan and create
databases and how to organize your PHP scripts
beautifully. At the end of the book, you will be a
confident PHP user, ready to take the next steps in
creating great websites.

Drupal Intranets with Open Atrium
This comprehensive and authoritative guide will teach
you the DAX language for business intelligence, data
modeling, and analytics. Leading Microsoft BI
consultants Marco Russo and Alberto Ferrari help you
master everything from table functions through
advanced code and model optimization. You’ll learn
exactly what happens under the hood when you run a
DAX expression, how DAX behaves differently from
other languages, and how to use this knowledge to
write fast, robust code. If you want to leverage all of
DAX’s remarkable power and flexibility, this nocompromise “deep dive” is exactly what you need.
Perform powerful data analysis with DAX for Microsoft
SQL Server Analysis Services, Excel, and Power BI
Master core DAX concepts, including calculated
columns, measures, and error handling Understand
evaluation contexts and the CALCULATE and
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CALCULATETABLE functions Perform time-based
calculations: YTD, MTD, previous year, working days,
and more Work with expanded tables, complex
functions, and elaborate DAX expressions Perform
calculations over hierarchies, including parent/child
hierarchies Use DAX to express diverse and unusual
relationships Measure DAX query performance with
SQL Server Profiler and DAX Studio

Drupal 7 Development by Example
Beginner's Guide
An interactive guide to Oracle's intensive query tool,
SQL* Plus, discusses its powerful features, furnishes a
syntax quick reference, and explains how to write and
execute script files, generate reports, extract data
from the database, utilize new administrative
features, query data dictionary tables, and more.
Original. (Intermediate)

Learning Drupal 6 Module Development
The Basics of Computer Arithmetic Made Enjoyable
and Accessible-with a Special Program Included for
Hands-on Learning "The combination of this book and
its associated virtual computer is fantastic!
Experience over the last fifty years has shown me
that there's only one way to truly understand how
computers work; and that is to learn one computer
and its instruction set-no matter how simple or
primitive-from the ground up. Once you fully
comprehend how that simple computer functions, you
can easily extrapolate to more complex machines."
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-Fred Hudson, retired engineer/scientist "This bookalong with the virtual DIY Calculator-is an incredibly
useful teaching and learning tool. The interesting
trivia nuggets keep you turning the pages to see
what's next. Students will have so much fun reading
the text and performing the labs that they won't even
realize they are learning." -Michael Haghighi,
Chairperson of the Business and Computer
Information Systems Division, Calhoun Community
College, Alabama "At last, a book that presents an
innovative approach to the teaching of computer
architecture. Written with authority and verve, witty,
superbly illustrated, and enhanced with many
laboratory exercises, this book is a must for students
and teachers alike." -Dr. Albert Koelmans, Lecturer in
Computer Engineering, University of Newcastle upon
Tyne, UK, and the 2003 recipient of the EASIT-Eng.
Gold Award for Innovative Teaching in Computer
Engineering Packed with nuggets of information and
tidbits of trivia, How Computers Do Math provides an
incredibly fun and interesting introduction to the way
in which computers perform their magic in general
and math in particular. The accompanying CD-ROM
contains a virtual computer/calculator called the DIY
Calculator, and the book's step-by-step interactive
laboratories guide you in the creation of a simple
program to run on your DIY Calculator. How
Computers Do Math can be enjoyed by non-technical
individuals; students of computer science, electronics
engineering, and mathematics; and even practicing
engineers. All of the illustrations and interactive
laboratories featured in the book are provided on the
CD-ROM for use by high school, college, and
university educators as lecture notes and handouts.
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For online resources and more information please visit
the author's website at www.DIYCalculator.com.

Embedded Software Development with
ECos
Drupal is the premier open source content
management system available. It is used for high
profile sites such as TheOnion.com and has been
deployed by organizations such as NASA. Utilizing
Drupal, you can create your own personal blog, a
community driven site like Slashdot, or any other
content oriented web site you can imagine. Pro Drupal
Development is a book geared to professionals that
need to deploy and customize Drupal. This book
deeply delves into the internals of the Drupal system
and teaches the reader everything they will need to
know to deploy a highly customized and optimized
Drupal installation.

Drupal for Designers
Everything you need to build websites with the
newestversions of HTML and CSS If you develop
websites, you know that the goal posts keepmoving,
especially now that your website must work on not
onlytraditional desktops, but also on an ever-changing
range ofsmartphones and tablets. This step-by-step
book efficiently guidesyou through the thicket.
Teaching you the very latest bestpractices and
techniques, this practical reference walks youthrough
how to use HTML5 and CSS3 to develop attractive,
modernwebsites for today's multiple devices. From
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handling text, forms,and video, to implementing
powerful JavaScript functionality, thisbook covers it
all. Serves as the ultimate beginners guide for anyone
who wants tobuild websites with HTML5 and CSS3,
whether as a hobbyist oraspiring professional
developer Covers the basics, including the different
versions of HTML andCSS and how modern websites
use structure and semantics to describetheir contents
Explains core processes, such as marking up text,
images,lists, tables, forms, audio, and video Delves
into CSS3, teaching you how to control or change the
wayyour pages look and offer tips on how to create
attractivedesigns Explores the jQuery library and how
to implement powerfulJavaScript features, such as
tabbed content, image carousels, andmore Get up to
speed on HTML5, CSS3, and today's website design
withthis practical guide. Then, keep it on your desk as
areference!

The Definitive Guide to DAX
MongoDB and PHP
The Definitive Guide to Drupal 7 is the most
comprehensive book for getting sites done using the
powerful and extensible Drupal content management
system. Written by a panel of expert authors, the
book covers every aspect of Drupal, from planning a
successful project all the way up to making a living
from designing Drupal sites and to contributing to the
Drupal community yourself. With this book you will:
Follow practical approaches to solving many online
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communication needs with Drupal with real examples.
Learn how to keep learning about Drupal:
administration, development, theming, design, and
architecture. Go beyond the code to engage with the
Drupal community as a contributing member and to
do Drupal sustainably as a business. The Definitive
Guide to Drupal 7 was written by the following team
of expert Drupal authors: Benjamin Melançon, Jacine
Luisi, Károly Négyesi, Greg Anderson, Bojhan Somers,
Stéphane Corlosquet, Stefan Freudenberg, Michelle
Lauer, Ed Carlevale, Florian Lorétan, Dani Nordin,
Ryan Szrama, Susan Stewart, Jake Strawn, Brian
Travis, Dan Hakimzadeh, Amye Scavarda, Albert
Albala, Allie Micka, Robert Douglass, Robin Monks,
Roy Scholten, Peter Wolanin, Kay VanValkenburgh,
Greg Stout, Kasey Qynn Dolin, Mike Gifford, Claudina
Sarahe, Sam Boyer, and Forest Mars, with
contributions from George Cassie, Mike Ryan,
Nathaniel Catchpole, and Dmitri Gaskin. For more
information, check out the Drupaleasy podcast #63,
in which author Benjamin Melançon discusses The
Definitive Guide to Drupal 7 in great detail: http://drup
aleasy.com/podcast/2011/08/drupaleasypodcast-63-epic

Cassandra: The Definitive Guide
This book takes a comprehensive look at Magento, a
robust and flexible e-commerce platform built on the
Zend framework. With more than 750,000 downloads,
Magento is the fastest growing open source ecommerce solution. This book walks you through all of
the steps necessary to build a fully functional
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Magento-based web site. It also includes information
on managing products, customers, and orders. This
book is directed at web site designers and developers,
but will also be extremely useful for business owners
who have web sites built on the Magento platform.
Introduces you to Magento, the fastest-growing opensource e-commerce platform Demonstrates how to
configure and use Magento Covers how to customize
Magento and develop extensions for the Magento
platform

PHP for Absolute Beginners
Take advantage of Drupal’s vast collection of
community-contributed modules and discover how
they make this web framework unique and valuable.
With this guide, you’ll learn how to combine modules
in interesting ways (with minimal code-wrangling) to
develop several community-driven websites—
including a job posting board, photo gallery, online
store, product review database, and event calendar.
The second edition focuses on Drupal 7, the latest
version of this open source system. Each project
spans an entire chapter, with step-by-step "recipes"
to help you build out the precise functionality the site
requires. With this book, developers new to Drupal
will gain experience through a hands-on introduction,
and experienced Drupal developers will learn realworld best practices. Learn Drupal’s concepts and
building blocks, and how everything works together
Hit the ground running—build your first Drupal site
hands-on Explore solutions that meet each project’s
requirements, and discover why specific modules
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were selected Understand the projects through case
studies, including the client’s needs and desires Learn
how to configure modules with a bird’s-eye view of
how they work Discover new modules, including
Drupal Commerce, Media, and Workbench

Pro Drupal Development
Build a social or community web site, with friends
lists, groups, custom user profiles, and much more.

BAH
Building eCommerce Sites with Drupal Commerce
Cookbook is written in a helpful, practical style with
numerous hands-on recipes to help you build
attractive eCommerce sites.This book is primarily for
store owners and web designers with little or no
experience of Drupal and Drupal Commerce who want
to build and customise a store in Drupal Commerce.
You will have a basic knowledge of websites, but you
don't need to be familiar with Drupal or PHP.
However, this book would also suit experienced
Drupal and Ubercart users who want to migrate to or
build a Drupal Commerce store

Programmer's Guide to Drupal
Discover an intranet solution for your organization
with Open Atrium.

Revolution in The Valley
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Describes the development of the Apple Macintosh
through a variety of anecdotes, photographs, and
sketches.

Beginning Ruby on Rails
Create your own Drupal 7 modules from scratch.

Hadoop: The Definitive Guide
Learn to create and customize impressive Drupal 8
modules to extend your website's functionalities
About This Book Unleash the power of Drupal 8
programming by creating efficient modules and
extensions Explore a plethora of Drupal 8 APIs and
get the best out of them using the power of PHP
coding Learn to implement efficient data
management and data security by creating dedicated
modules for it. Who This Book Is For The primary
target of this book is Drupal developers who want to
learn how to write modules and carry out
development in Drupal 8. It is also intended for Drupal
site builders and PHP developers who have basic
Object Oriented Programming skills. A little bit of
Symfony experience is helpful but not mandatory.
What You Will Learn Write a Drupal 8 module with
custom functionality and hook into various extension
points Master numerous Drupal 8 sub-systems and
APIs Model, store, and manipulate data in various
ways and for various purposes Display data and
content in a presentable and secure way Learn about
the theme system and render arrays In Detail Drupal
is an open source web-based content management
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system (CMS) that can be used for building anything
from simple websites to complex applications. It
enables individuals and organizations to build
platforms that engage users and deliver the right
content at the right time. Drupal 8 is an exciting new
development in the Drupal community. However, the
differences from the previous version are substantial
and this can put quite some pressure on Drupal 7
developers that need to catch up. This book aims to
help such developers in getting up to speed with
Drupal 8 module development. The book first
introduces you to the Drupal 8 architecture and its
subsystems before diving into creating your first
module with basic functionality. Building upon that,
you will cover many core APIs and functionalities
available to module developers. You will work with the
Drupal logging and mailing systems, learn how to
output data using the theme layer and work with
menus and links programmatically. Then, you will
learn how to work with different kinds of data
storages, create custom entities, field types and
leverage the Database API for lower level database
queries. Moreover, you will learn about the Drupal 8
access system and caching layer as well as the APIs
used for data processing (queues and batches). You
will further see how to introduce javascript into your
module, work with the various file systems and
ensure the code you write works on multilingual sites.
Finally, you will learn how to programmatically work
with Views, write automated tests for your
functionality and also write secure code in general. By
the end of the book, you will have learned how to
develop your own custom module from scratch that
can help solve a small problem or even provide
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complex functionality. And who knows, maybe you'll
even contribute it back to the Drupal community.
Style and approach This book aims to introduce PHP
developers to programming concepts specific to
Drupal 8 to get them started on writing their own
functionality with Drupal 8 and create efficient Drupal
8 modules and extensions.

The Definitive Guide to Drupal 7
Learn how to use, deploy, and maintain Apache Spark
with this comprehensive guide, written by the
creators of the open-source cluster-computing
framework. With an emphasis on improvements and
new features in Spark 2.0, authors Bill Chambers and
Matei Zaharia break down Spark topics into distinct
sections, each with unique goals. You’ll explore the
basic operations and common functions of Spark’s
structured APIs, as well as Structured Streaming, a
new high-level API for building end-to-end streaming
applications. Developers and system administrators
will learn the fundamentals of monitoring, tuning, and
debugging Spark, and explore machine learning
techniques and scenarios for employing MLlib, Spark’s
scalable machine-learning library. Get a gentle
overview of big data and Spark Learn about
DataFrames, SQL, and Datasets—Spark’s core
APIs—through worked examples Dive into Spark’s lowlevel APIs, RDDs, and execution of SQL and
DataFrames Understand how Spark runs on a cluster
Debug, monitor, and tune Spark clusters and
applications Learn the power of Structured Streaming,
Spark’s stream-processing engine Learn how you can
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apply MLlib to a variety of problems, including
classification or recommendation

Windows 7
Are you a solo web designer or part of a small team
itching to build interesting projects with Drupal? This
hands-on book provides the tools and techniques to
get you going. Award-winning designer Dani Nordin
guides you through site planning, teaches you how to
create solid, user-centered design for the Drupal
framework, and shows you tricks for using real,
honest-to-goodness, developer Ninja Magick. This
book is a compilation of three short guides—Planning
Drupal Projects, Design and Prototyping for Drupal,
and Drupal Development Tricks for Designers—plus
exclusive "director’s material." If you’re familiar with
HTML and CSS, but struggling with Drupal’s learning
curve, this is the book you’ve been looking for. Get
extra material, including an expanded Grids chapter,
more recommended modules, and a Short Form
Project plan Learn how to work user-centered design
practices into Drupal projects Choose the right
modules for your project, and discover several go-to
modules Use strategies for sketching, wireframing,
and designing effective layouts Manage Drupal’s
markup, including code generated by the powerful
Views module Learn how to work with Drupal on the
command line Set up your development environment
and collaborate with other designers and developers
Learn the basics of Git, the free open source version
control system
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Programmer's Guide to Drupal
Imagine what you could do if scalability wasn't a
problem. With this hands-on guide, you’ll learn how
the Cassandra database management system handles
hundreds of terabytes of data while remaining highly
available across multiple data centers. This expanded
second edition—updated for Cassandra 3.0—provides
the technical details and practical examples you need
to put this database to work in a production
environment. Authors Jeff Carpenter and Eben Hewitt
demonstrate the advantages of Cassandra’s nonrelational design, with special attention to data
modeling. If you’re a developer, DBA, or application
architect looking to solve a database scaling issue or
future-proof your application, this guide helps you
harness Cassandra’s speed and flexibility. Understand
Cassandra’s distributed and decentralized structure
Use the Cassandra Query Language (CQL) and
cqlsh—the CQL shell Create a working data model and
compare it with an equivalent relational model
Develop sample applications using client drivers for
languages including Java, Python, and Node.js Explore
cluster topology and learn how nodes exchange data
Maintain a high level of performance in your cluster
Deploy Cassandra on site, in the Cloud, or with
Docker Integrate Cassandra with Spark, Hadoop,
Elasticsearch, Solr, and Lucene

Using Drupal
Work with petabyte-scale datasets while building a
collaborative, agile workplace in the process. This
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practical book is the canonical reference to Google
BigQuery, the query engine that lets you conduct
interactive analysis of large datasets. BigQuery
enables enterprises to efficiently store, query, ingest,
and learn from their data in a convenient framework.
With this book, you’ll examine how to analyze data at
scale to derive insights from large datasets efficiently.
Valliappa Lakshmanan, tech lead for Google Cloud
Platform, and Jordan Tigani, engineering director for
the BigQuery team, provide best practices for modern
data warehousing within an autoscaled, serverless
public cloud. Whether you want to explore parts of
BigQuery you’re not familiar with or prefer to focus on
specific tasks, this reference is indispensable.

The Definitive Guide to Magento
Over 60 hands-on recipes that get you acquainted
with Drupal 8's features and help you harness its
power About This Book Discover the enhanced
content authoring experience that comes with Drupal
8 and how to customize it Take advantage of the
broadened multilingual and tools of the new version
to provide an internationalized website This step-bystep guide will show you how to deploy from
development, staging, and production of a website
with Drupal 8's brand new configuration management
system Who This Book Is For This book is for those
have been working with Drupal, such as site builders,
back-end developers, and front-end developers, and
who are eager to see what awaits when they start
using Drupal 8 What You Will Learn Extend Drupal
through contributed or custom modules and themes
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Develop an internationalized website with Drupal's
multilingual tools Integrate third-party front-end and
back-end libraries with Drupal Turn Drupal into a web
services provider using REST Create a mobile-first
responsive Drupal application Run SimpleTest and
PHPUnit to test Drupal Understand the plugin system
that powers many of Drupal 8's new APIs to extend its
functionality Get to grips with the mechanics of the
configuration management system and the ability to
import and export site configuration In Detail Began
as a message board, Drupal today is open source
software maintained and developed by a community
of over 1,000,000 users and developers. Drupal is
used by numerous local businesses to global
corporations and diverse organizations all across the
globe. With Drupal 8?s recent release and the exciting
features it brings, this book will be your go-to guide to
experimenting with all of these features through
helpful recipes. We'll start by showing you how to
customize and configure the Drupal environment as
per your requirements, as well as how to install thirdparty libraries and then use them in the Drupal
environment. Then we will move on to creating blocks
and custom modules with the help of libraries. We will
show you to use the latest mobile-first feature of
Drupal 8, which will help you make your apps
responsive across all the major platforms. This book
will also show you how to incorporate multilingual
facilities in your sites, use web services and thirdparty plugins with your applications from inside
Drupal 8, and test and deploy your apps Style and
approach This practical, recipe-based book will
provide you with actionable techniques and methods
to improve your existing Drupal development skills. It
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will get you started with Drupal 8 and will be your
reference guide to building new applications with
Drupal.

The Nexus Framework for Scaling Scrum
As part of Packt’s Beginner’s Guide series, this book
will walk the reader through straightforward examples
that show the creation of an e-commerce site built on
Drupal. This book is for people who have some
experience building websites and who want to learn
to do so with Drupal 7. You should have experience
with HTML markup, CSS, and jQuery. Experience with
previous versions of Drupal would be helpful, but is
not necessary.

Beginning HTML and CSS
If you’re a web programmer, your experiences have
taught you certain lessons—and only some of them
apply well to Drupal. Drupal has its own set of
programming principles that require a different
approach, and many programmers make mistakes
when relying on skills they’ve used for other projects.
This book will show you which programming
techniques you can use—and which you should
avoid—when building web applications with this
popular content management framework. Updated to
cover both Drupal 7 and Drupal 8, the guidelines in
this book demonstrate which programming practices
conform to the "Drupal way" and which don’t. The
book also serves as an excellent guide for Drupal 7
programmers looking to make the transition to Drupal
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8. Get an overview of Drupal, including Drupal core
and add-on modules and themes Learn Drupal’s basic
programming principles, such as the ability to
customize behavior and output with hooks Compare
Drupal 7 and Drupal 8 programming methods, APIs,
and concepts Discover common Drupal programming
mistakes—and why hacking is one of them Explore
specific areas where you can put your programming
skills to work Learn about the new object-oriented
Drupal 8 API, including plugins and services

The Definitive Guide to How Computers
Do Math
This is a fun, informative, hands-on learning guide. It
uses a real case study in an interactive and informal
manner, and presents examples that continue to build
on each other. Clear, concise instructions and
practical examples mean you can learn quickly how to
increase the functionality and value of your web site.
If you are a Drupal developer of any level and you are
waiting to explore Attachment Views, then this book
is for you.

Drupal 8 Module Development
Hadoop: The Definitive Guide helps you harness the
power of your data. Ideal for processing large
datasets, the Apache Hadoop framework is an open
source implementation of the MapReduce algorithm
on which Google built its empire. This comprehensive
resource demonstrates how to use Hadoop to build
reliable, scalable, distributed systems: programmers
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will find details for analyzing large datasets, and
administrators will learn how to set up and run
Hadoop clusters. Complete with case studies that
illustrate how Hadoop solves specific problems, this
book helps you: Use the Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) for storing large datasets, and run
distributed computations over those datasets using
MapReduce Become familiar with Hadoop's data and
I/O building blocks for compression, data integrity,
serialization, and persistence Discover common
pitfalls and advanced features for writing real-world
MapReduce programs Design, build, and administer a
dedicated Hadoop cluster, or run Hadoop in the cloud
Use Pig, a high-level query language for large-scale
data processing Take advantage of HBase, Hadoop's
database for structured and semi-structured data
Learn ZooKeeper, a toolkit of coordination primitives
for building distributed systems If you have lots of
data -- whether it's gigabytes or petabytes -- Hadoop
is the perfect solution. Hadoop: The Definitive Guide
is the most thorough book available on the subject.
"Now you have the opportunity to learn about Hadoop
from a master-not only of the technology, but also of
common sense and plain talk."-- Doug Cutting,
Hadoop Founder, Yahoo!

Professional XMPP Programming with
JavaScript and jQuery
Drupal 8 for Absolute Beginners
A practical tutorial for creating your first Drupal 6
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modules with PHP.

The World of the Hunger Games
How to build low-cost, royalty-free embedded
solutions with eCos, covers eCos architecture,
installation, configuration, coding, debugging,
bootstrapping, porting, and more, includes open
source tools on CD-ROM for a complete embedded
software development environment with eCos as the
core.

Drupal 6 Attachment Views
Pro Drupal 7 Development updates the most popular
development reference for the release of Drupal 7.
With several new and completely-rewritten essential
APIs and improvements in Drupal 7, this book will not
only teach developers how to write modules ranging
from simple to complex, but also how Drupal itself
works. Learn the Drupal APIs and major changes in
Drupal 7 Learn how to write Drupal modules using the
APIs Learn proper development practices and how to
become a contributing community member

Drupal 6 Social Networking
Piercing pioneer Elayne Angel has performed over
40,000 piercings since the 1980s and has brought
many practices, such as tongue-piercing, into the
mainstream. She brings her exhaustive knowledge to
this groundbreaking manual that covers everything
you need to know about the process, including: • The
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best piercings and placements for various body parts
and body types • Terminology, tools, and techniques
of the trade • Vital sterility, sanitation, and hygiene
information • Jewelry designs, shapes, and materials
• Advice for people with stretch marks, plastic
surgery, and unique anatomy • Healing, aftercare,
and troubleshooting for problem-free piercing "As a
piercer, nurse, and educator, I can say without a
doubt that this is the most complete book ever
written for all people in our industry." --DAVID A.
VIDRA, FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT OF HEALTH
EDUCATORS, INC. "No one is more qualified to write
this book than Elayne Angel. With more than three
decades of personal experience to her credit, no one
knows the subject better." --JIM WARD, FOUNDER OF
GAUNTLET, THE WORLD'S FIRST BODY PIERCING
STUDIO "This is an exciting book for a field that has
exploded in the last two decades. National industry
standards are needed, and Elayne provides important
data." --MYRNA L. ARMSTRONG, RN, EdD From the
Trade Paperback edition.

The Piercing Bible
Ruby on Rails is the revolutionary online programming
tool that makes creating functional e-commerce web
sites faster and easier than ever. With the intuitive,
straightforward nature of Ruby and the development
platform provided by Rails, you can put together fullfledged web applications quickly, even if you're new
to web programming. You will find a thorough
introduction to both Ruby and Rails in this book. You'll
get the easy instructions for acquiring and installing
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both; understand the nature of conditionals, loops,
methods, and blocks; and become familiar with
Ruby's classes and objects. You'll learn to build Rails
applications, connect to databases, perform
necessary testing, and put the whole thing together
to create real-world applications such as shopping
carts and online catalogs--apps you can actually use
right away. What you will learn from this book * How
to install and use Ruby and Rails * Object-oriented
programming with Ruby * Rails fundamentals and
how to create basic online applications * How to work
with HTML controls, use models in Rails applications,
and work with sessions * Details on working with
databases and creating, editing, and deleting
database records * Methods for handling cookies and
filters and for caching pages * How to connect Rails
with Ajax Who this book is for This book is for anyone
who wants to develop online applications using Ruby
and Rails. A basic understanding of programming is
helpful; some knowledge of HTML is necessary. Wrox
Beginning guides are crafted to make learning
programming languages and technologies easier than
you think, providing a structured, tutorial format that
will guide you through all the techniques involved.

Drupal 7 Module Development
Develop and implement a fully-functional, systematic
CRM plan with CiviCRM About This Book Develop an
integrated online system that manages contacts,
donations, event registrations, memberships, bulk email, campaigns, case management, and other
functions such as activity tracking, grant distribution,
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and reporting. Plan a constituency relationship
management strategy with ladders of engagement
that will improve how your organization realizes its
mission. Use case studies and step-by-step examples
to put the raw concepts into real-life terminology and
build your solutions. Who This Book Is For The book is
primarily for administrators tasked with
implementing, configuring, maintaining, and updating
CiviCRM, and staff users who are looking to better
understand the tools available in order to become
power users. CiviCRM is software that may be used by
advocacy groups, non-profit, and non-governmental
organizations, elected officials, professional and trade
associations, government entities, political campaigns
and parties, and other similar organizations, and this
book will prove useful to all such users. What You Will
Learn Install and configure your CiviCRM Analyze your
current workflows and processes to translate them
effectively into the CiviCRM model Build an integrated
system to solicit, retain, and manage your donors and
members through robust management and reporting
tools for administrators Raise more money with
CiviCRM with effective solicitation campaigns Market
events effectively and track registrations and
payments Improve communications with constituents
using targeted broadcast e-mail campaigns Track
ongoing communications with constituents including
from Outlook and Gmail using activities and case
management tools Take advantage of the many
CiviCRM tools to generate both simple and complex
event structures and manage registrants through
every phase of the project In Detail CiviCRM provides
a powerful toolbox of resources to help organizations
manage relationships with constituents. It is free,
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open source, web-based, and geared specifically to
meet the constituent relationship management needs
of the not-for-profit sector. Beginning with broader
questions about how your organization is structured,
which existing workflows are critical to your
operations, and the overarching purpose of a
centralized CRM, the book proceeds step by step
through configuring CiviCRM, understanding the
choices when setting up the system, importing data,
and exploring the breadth of tools available
throughout the system. You will see how to best use
this software to handle event registrations, accept
and track contributions, manage paid and free
memberships and subscriptions, segment contacts,
send bulk e-mails with open and click-through
tracking, manage outreach campaigns, and set up
case management workflows that match your
organization's roles and rules. With specific emphasis
on helping implementers ask the right questions,
consider key principals when setting up the system,
and understand usage through case studies and
examples, the book comprehensively reviews the
functionality of CiviCRM and the opportunities it
provides. With this book, you can help your
organization better achieve its mission as a charity,
industry association, professional society, political
advocacy group, community group, government
agency, or other similar organization and position
yourself to become a power user who efficiently and
effectively navigates the system. Style and approach
This guide is packed with step-by-step tutorials and
real-life examples interspersed with practical advice
and best practices on how to use CiviCRM
strategically. You will be able to quickly grasp and
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implement the basic elements of CiviCRM before
moving on to more advanced tools.

Google BigQuery: The Definitive Guide
The definitive, richly illustrated, full-color guide to all
the districts of Panem, all the participants in the
Hunger Games, and the life and home of Katniss
Everdeen. Welcome to Panem, the world of the
Hunger Games. This is the definitive, richly illustrated,
full-color guide to all the districts of Panem, all the
participants in The Hunger Games, and the life and
home of Katniss Everdeen. A must-have for fans of
both The Hunger Games novels and the new Hunger
Games film.

The Definitive Guide to Drupal 7
Inkscape: Guide to a Vector Drawing Program, Third
Edition , is the guide to the Inkscape program, with
coverage of versions 0.46 and 0.47. This authoritative
introduction and reference features hundreds of
useful illustrations.With Inkscape, you can produce a
wide variety of art, from photorealistic drawings to
organizational charts. Inkscape uses SVG, a powerful
vector-based drawing language and W3C web
standard, as its native format. SVG drawings can be
viewed directly in browsers such as Firefox and
Opera. A subset of SVG has been adopted by the
mobile phone market. Inkscape is available free for
Windows, Macintosh, and Linux operating systems.
Systematic coverage of the entire Inkscape program
begins with eleven tutorials ranging in difficulty from
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very basic to highly complex. The remainder of the
book covers each facet of Inkscape in detail with an
emphasis on practical solutions for common
problems.The book is filled with valuable tips and
warnings about the use of Inkscape and SVG. Find
dozens of Inkscape illustrations from the book in the
online color supplement available at
http://tavmjong.free.fr/INKSCAPE/. Updated for
Inkscape v0.47, this new edition includes complete
coverage of new features, including updated Pen and
Pencil tools with new spiro, polyline, and sketch
modes; the new Eraser tool; and the new Snapping
toolbar with improved snapping. Advanced topics
include the use of Inkscape’s powerful tiling tool, builtin bitmap tracing, and SVG use on the Web. Complete
Coverage of New and Improved Inkscape 0.47
Features Complete vector drawing program
supporting the W3C SVG standard Three path-drawing
tools (Pencil, Pen, Calligraphy) Five shape-drawing
tools (Rectangles, Ellipses, Stars, Spirals, 3D Boxes)
Linear and Radial Gradients Pattern fills Tweak Tool
for fine adjustment of paths and colors Eraser Tool
with both Vector and Bitmap modes Sophisticated
snapping for precision drawing and aligning objects
Extendable through scripting; over a hundred scripts
included Live Path Effects for tasks such as adding
patterns along a path while maintaining complete
editability Over 200 pre-built SVG filters for adding
textures, manipulating color, and so forth A tiling tool
to create complex tilings with thirteen different
symmetries Clipping and Masking objects An
integrated spell checker Built-in bitmap-to-vector
tracing The ability to export to more than a dozen
graphics formats, including PDF and PostScript The
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ability to import from more than two-dozen graphics
formats, including PDF, Adobe Illustrator, Coral Draw,
AutoCad, and XFig
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